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APC Meeting minutes

March 10, 2017

respectfully submitted by Markus Rumpfkeil, chair APC

Present: Dixon, Wu, Rumpfkeil, Analoague, Trollinger, Lemming, Pierce, Bickford, Farrelly

Agenda Items:

1. Minutes from February 17th and February 24th approved

2. CAPC procedural changes (from 2/14/17): Bigger picture discussion about the CAP course renewal process. Is there an alert system in place if CAP requirements change? Yes, departments and instructors get a half-year advance warning that a course is up for renewal and they are informed about the process for the renewal. APC members unanimously approved the (minor) changes to the CAPC procedures.

3. Fact Finding on Experiences with Post-Tenure Review Policy

Discussion about the questions that will be posed at the chairs collaborative in April. Current thinking:

1. What is the current process for post-tenure reviews in your Department and are you satisfied/happy with it?
2. What are you dissatisfied/unhappy about?
3. Do you have suggestions for improvement?